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Abstract— We present a new method of defining a body
coordinate frame for locomoting snake robots. Representing
the motion of snake robots from the perspective of the robot is
difficult because the internal shape changes that the robot uses
to locomote interact with world in a complex way. Therefore,
rather than representing the system in a body frame that is
static to some fixed point on a link, we instead define a body
frame that is consistent with the overall shape of the robot in
all configurations. We are able to define such a body frame by
continuously aligning it with the principal moments of inertia
taken at the center of mass of the robot. In some cases we are
able to further exploit symmetry in the shape of the robot’s
cyclic motion (gait), and use non-linear optimization to more
precisely align the body frame with the true axis of symmetry
of the robot’s shape. These shape stable body frames serve as
virtual chassis that effectively separate the internal motion of a
gait from the external motion due to that gait’s interaction with
the world. Furthermore, these body frames allow the motion
of the robot to be described in a way that is well-aligned with
one’s intuitive notions of position and orientation that arise
when considering the system as a whole.

I. INTRODUCTION

Snake robots are a class of hyper-redundant mechanisms

[1] consisting of kinematically constrained links chained

together in series. Their many degrees of freedom allow them

to navigate a wide range environments. Our group has devel-

oped modular snake robots that rely solely on their internal

shape changes to locomote through their environment [2].

To simplify control of the snake’s many degrees of freedom,

cyclic motions, known as gaits, have been developed that

undulate the snake’s joints according to parameterized sine

waves [3]. A survey of a wide variety of gaits and snake

robot locomotion is presented in [4]. Along these lines, we

have developed and implemented gaits that can traverse a

variety of terrains, including flat ground and pipes, as shown

in Fig. 1.

A significant challenge with snake robots involves repre-

senting motion. In particular, defining a body frame in which

to intuitively model external motion in the world is difficult.

Since the internal shape changes that a snake robot uses

to locomote involve the entire body, no coordinate frame

that is static with respect to a single point on the robot

intuitively represents position and orientation of the entire

robot throughout a complete gait cycle.

To illustrate this problem, consider a simple two-wheeled

differential drive robot with a body frame fixed at the center

of the chassis. Remotely operating such a device is an easy
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Fig. 1: Examples of snake robots executing the gaits dis-

cussed in this paper. From top left to bottom right: sidewind-

ing, rolling, pipe crawling, and pole climbing.

task because the controls, which are provided in the body

coordinate frame, map intuitively into a world frame. In

the case of highly articulated mechanisms like the snakes,

an operator can still control the snakes with a sense of the

robot’s position and orientation. However, the intuition for

this frame lies solely with the operator, and is drawn from

observing the system as a whole rather than a single module.

Similarly, we would like to formally define a body frame that

is based on the configuration of the entire system rather than

one that is fixed to some point. Additionally, the separation of

the robot’s internal shape changes from its external motions

made possible by this body frame can allow much simpler

motion models to accurately describe the robot’s motion in

the world.

This work connects the intuitive notions of overall position

and orientation of the snake with the formal definitions

of center of mass and principal moments of inertia of the

shape of the snake. The center of mass can be calculated

by averaging the x, y and z positions of the modules in

an arbitrary frame, and the principal moments of inertia

of the snake can be determined by taking the singular

value decomposition (SVD) of the positions of all of the

snake’s modules. Performing these calculations for a given

configuration of the snake results in a body frame that, while

dynamic with respect to the pose of any individual module,
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snake in a way that inherently separates internal motion due

to the shape changes of a gait from external motion caused

by a gaits interaction with the world. Through this separation

of motions, these body frames mirror the natural notions of

position and pose of the snake robot that previously rested

only with a human operator. A general method that uses SVD

to determine the virtual chassis body frame for any shape is

presented. For case of the helix gait, the body frame is further

refined by using non-linear optimization to better align the

body frame with true centerline of the snake robot’s shape.

VI. FUTURE WORK

1) Gait Transitions: Since the general method for deter-

mining the virtual chassis body frame can be applied to any

shape configuration of the snake robot, it could potentially

be used to better understand gait transitions. Because gait

transitions depart from the intuitive structure provided by

regular gait motions, they can be a challenge for both control

and estimation. It is likely that the virtual chassis could help

better define and estimate the pose of the snake throughout

a transition.

2) Real-time Implementation: In the cases where the

virtual chassis can be found from SVD alone, finding the

frame given the snake’s joint angles can be calculated fast

enough to use in real time (our latest snakes report feedback

at approximately 35 Hz). However, in the case of both

pipe crawling and pole climbing, the non-linear optimization

step slows the body frame calculations considerably. For

this reason we are pursuing the idea of calculating lookup

tables for the body frames sorted by gait parameters. In the

case of these gaits the the table would require three lookup

parameters from the gait equations (1) and (2): temporal

position in the gait cycle ωt, amplitude A, and spatial

frequency Ω. To make use of such a table, the challenge now

becomes accurately fitting gait parameters to the measured

joint angles provided in the feedback from the snake.

3) Fitting Gait Parameters to Feedback: When operating

the snake robots in the real world, the servos actuating

the joints often do not match their commanded positions.

Comparing the actual angles of each joint and to their

commanded angles provides feedback that can be used in

controlling the snake. However, just as we use parameterized

gaits to reduce complexity and provide intuitive control of

the system, we would also like use them to more intuitively

represent feedback. The problem of determining the gait

parameters that best describe the actual shape of the snake is

one that lies in the realm of state estimation. There are many

methods that can be used to fit gait parameters to feedback

data in real time, including various types of Kalman filters.

We are currently exploring the use of an extended Kalman

filter (EKF) to perform state estimation based on feedback

from the snake robot, where the state consists of only the gait

parameters and the joint angles are treated as measurements

that update the state estimate.
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APPENDIX: GAIT MONTAGES

The appendix contains montages of the body frames for

each of the gaits described in Section IV. Each gait is

shown in five different positions spaced evenly throughout

one complete gait cycle. The top row of images for each

gait shows the pose of the snake in a frame where a single

module is fixed as the origin. The bottom row for each gait

shows the pose corresponding to the virtual chassis at that

same point in the gait cycle.
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